
Harking back to some key Lotus sports and GT racer colour schemes (used on some vers ions
of the Lotus E lite, Type 23, and Lotus E lan) from the 1950s and 1960s , Lotus introduces the
limited edition Lotus E lise S ports R acer.

Two distinctly different vehicles have been produced. The first, in Ardent R ed, features a
s ingle painted white stripe flanked by two thinner painted white stripes and has distinctive
white wing mirrors . The interior of the car is also unique, with matching red stitching set
against black leather trim.

The second car is Nightfall B lue and has twin painted white stripes running the length of the
vehicle. Again, this car features white wing mirrors and has a unique interior, subtly matching
the exterior of the vehicle, with blue stitching on the leather.

Both the vers ions have a coloured (red or blue respectively) E lise logo stitched into the
headrests and unique E lise S ports R acer decals pos itioned on the exterior of the car.

Based on the very successful Lotus E lise 111R , the E lise S ports R acer will be built in limited
numbers with a total production run, across the two colours , of 199 units worldwide with each
one given an individually numbered build plate.

Under the blue and red colour schemes, the E lise S ports R acer uses some of the best sports
and track specific components available including ultra-lightweight 7-twin spoke forged alloy
wheels (saving a mass ive 1.2 kg of unsprung weight per corner), Advan Neova AD07 LTS
tyres linked to sports suspension (uprated E ibach springs and stiffer B ils tein dampers), twin oil
coolers and switchable Lotus Traction Control (LTC ).
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The switchable engine-managed Lotus Traction Control S ystem (LTC ) is active above 8 km/h
(5 mph) and works through the engine, reducing power when required to maintain traction. It
operates much quicker than many brake based systems. A Torsen-type limited s lip differential
(LS D) is available as an option for tight low speed, high acceleration driving (such as auto
tests).

S tandard equipment also includes a colour matched hardtop, central door locking, electric
windows, interior stowage net, sound insulation pack, black soft-top with sound/thermal
insulation and black full carpet set. Air-conditioning is available as an option and weighs in at
a featherweight 15 kg.

LE D rear lights are fitted which are brighter and the brake lights illuminate 2 tenths of a
second (0.2 seconds) quicker (or one E lise car length at 70km/h / 43 mph) and are 36%
lighter (around 0.6 kg) than conventional filament bulbs .

The Lotus E lise S ports R acer is available from November 2005 at a recommended retail price
of € 40,468+vat.
Options (air conditioning and limited-split differential) are priced as per E lise 111R .


